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UFC 303 live stream: How to watch Pereira vs Prochazka online and on TV this weekend . Alex Pereira defends
his title in a rematch with Jiri Prochazka, as the pair step in for Michael Chandler and the injured Conor

McGregor

last Update 30,june,2024 UFC 303 is not just another event on the UFC calendar; it is a showdown that promises
high stakes, intense drama, and unforgettable moments. Set to take place at the T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas,

Nevada, the event features a rematch between Alex Pereira and Jiří Procházka. Their first encounter was a
thrilling contest, and the anticipation for their second bout is palpable. Fans around the world are eagerly

awaiting the event, making the ability to live stream UFC 303 crucial for those who can’t be there in person.

UFC 303 Live Stream

For those who cannot attend UFC 303 in person, live streaming the event is the best way to experience all the
action. Here are the different ways you can watch UFC 303 live stream from the comfort of your home.

Official Broadcast Partners

https://tufan-uradhura.blogspot.com/2024/06/preliminary.html


The UFC has several official broadcast partners that offer live streaming services:

ESPN+ (USA): The exclusive streaming partner for UFC events in the United States. Fans can subscribe to
ESPN+ and purchase the pay-per-view to watch UFC 303 live.BT Sport (UK): BT Sport is the go-to destination
for UFC fans in the United Kingdom. Subscribers can watch the event live on BT Sport’s app and website.UFC
Fight Pass: Available globally, UFC Fight Pass offers live streaming of preliminary fights and access to a vast

library of past UFC events.

Streaming Services

Several streaming services provide access to UFC 303 through their platforms:

Hulu + Live TV: Subscribers can add ESPN+ to their Hulu package and stream UFC 303 live.YouTube TV:
Offers ESPN as part of its channel lineup, allowing subscribers to watch the event live.FuboTV: Includes ESPN

in its package, making it possible for subscribers to stream UFC 303.

Pay-Per-View Options

For those who prefer to purchase the event directly, several platforms offer pay-per-view options:

UFC’s Official Website: Purchase the event directly from the UFC’s official site.Cable Providers: Many cable
providers offer UFC pay-per-view events, which can be ordered through your television provider.

VPN for International Viewers

Fans outside the broadcast regions can use a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to access live streams. By
connecting to a server in a region where the event is available, viewers can *** geographical restrictions and

enjoy the fights.

Alex Pereira: The Brazilian Knockout Artist

Alex “Poatan” Pereira is known for his incredible knockout power and striking prowess. Hailing from São
Bernardo do Campo, Brazil, Pereira has a background in kickboxing, where he achieved considerable success

before transitioning to mixed martial arts (MMA).

Career Highlights

Kickboxing Champion: Pereira’s kickboxing career includes multiple world titles, showcasing his elite striking
skills.MMA Debut: Transitioned to MMA with a bang, quickly rising through the ranks with his powerful

knockout ability.Notable Wins: Victory over Israel Adesanya, a former kickboxing rival, stands out as one of his
most significant achievements.

Fighting Style

Pereira’s fighting style is centered around his devastating striking. His left hook is particularly feared in the
division, capable of ending fights in an instant. Pereira also employs a versatile range of kicks and punches,

making him a constant *** on the feet.

Jiří Procházka: The Czech Samurai

Jiří “Denisa” Procházka has taken the MMA world by storm with his unorthodox and aggressive fighting style.
Originating from Hostěradice, Czech Republic, Procházka combines a background in Muay Thai with a

relentless approach to fighting.



Career Highlights

Rizin FF Champion: Procházka made his mark in the Rizin Fighting Federation, capturing the light heavyweight
title.UFC Impact: Quickly established himself as a top contender in the UFC with a series of impressive

victories.Notable Wins: His knockout victories over Dominick Reyes and Glover Teixeira have solidified his
reputation as a top-tier fighter.

Fighting Style

Procházka is known for his unorthodox and unpredictable fighting style. He utilizes a mix of striking angles,
relentless pressure, and unorthodox techniques to keep opponents off balance. His ability to absorb damage and

continue pushing forward has made him a fan favorite.

The First Encounter: UFC 298 Recap

The first encounter between Pereira and Procházka at UFC 298 was a spectacle that lived up to the hype. Both
fighters showcased their skills and heart, resulting in a fight that left fans eagerly awaiting a rematch.

Fight Summary

Round 1: The fight began with both fighters feeling each other out. Pereira landed some powerful leg kicks,
while Procházka tried to establish his range.Round 2: Procházka increased the pace, landing a series of strikes

that tested Pereira’s resilience. Pereira’s counterstrikes kept him in the fight.Round 3: The action intensified with
both fighters exchanging heavy blows. Pereira’s left hook found its mark multiple times, but Procházka’s volume

and pressure were relentless.Round 4: Procházka landed a spinning back elbow that staggered Pereira, but the
Brazilian managed to recover and continue fighting.Round 5: The final round was a testament to both fighters’

determination. The judges were split, but Procházka narrowly secured a victory.

Aftermath and Reactions

The fight received widespread praise for its competitiveness and high level of skill. Both fighters earned respect
from fans and analysts, with many calling for a rematch. Pereira and Procházka expressed their desire to meet

again, setting the stage for UFC 303.

The Road to the Rematch

The build-up to Pereira vs. Procházka 2 has been filled with anticipation and excitement. Both fighters have been
active since their first encounter, further establishing their credentials and enhancing the stakes for the rematch.

Pereira’s Comeback

Pereira has focused on improving his overall game, addressing the weaknesses that were exposed in his first
fight with Procházka. His subsequent victories have showcased his dedication and growth as a fighter.

Procházka’s Continued Dominance

Procházka has continued to demonstrate his dominance in the division, securing impressive wins and solidifying
his position as a top contender. His performances have only increased the anticipation for the rematch.

Media and Fan Hype

The rematch has generated significant media attention and fan excitement. The storyline of redemption for



Pereira and validation for Procházka adds an extra layer of intrigue to the fight. Analysts and fans are eager to
see the adjustments both fighters have made and how they will perform in the octagon.

Fight Analysis: Strengths and Strategies

Understanding the strengths and strategies of both fighters provides insight into how the rematch might unfold.

Pereira’s Path to Victory

Striking Power: Pereira’s knockout power remains his most significant weapon. He will likely focus on landing
his powerful left hook and utilizing his kickboxing skills to control the fight.Takedown Defense: Improving his

takedown defense will be crucial for Pereira to keep the fight standing and play to his strengths.Patience and
Precision: Pereira needs to be patient and wait for openings to capitalize on Procházka’s aggressive style.

Procházka’s Winning Game Plan

Volume and Pressure: Procházka’s relentless pressure and high-volume striking can overwhelm opponents.
Maintaining a high pace will be key to his success.Unpredictability: Procházka’s unorthodox techniques and

angles can catch opponents off guard, making it difficult for them

DETAILS

Main Event: Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday

Date/Time: Saturday 06.29.2024 at 06:00 PM ET

U.S. Broadcast: Pay Per View

Preliminary Card: ESPN

Promotion: Ultimate Fighting Championship

Ownership: Endeavor

Venue: T-Mobile Arena

Location: Las Vegas, Nevada, United States

Enclosure: Cage

MMA Bouts: 13

FIGHT CARD:

Alex Pereira vs. Jiří Procházka

Brian Ortega vs. Diego Lopes

Anthony Smith vs. Roman Dolidze

M. Bueno Silva vs. Macy Chiasson

I. Machado Garry vs. Michael Page



Joe Pyfer vs. M. Barriault

Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday

C. Jourdain vs. Jean Silva

Payton Talbott vs. Y. Ghemmouri

M. Waterson-Gomez vs. G. Robertson

A. Arlovski vs. Martin Buday

C. Hernandez vs. Rei Tsuruya

Ricky Simón vs. V. Oliveira

The Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday action kicked off with the preliminary fights, where up-andcoming talents
showcased their skills and determination in the cage. These young fighters, eager tomake a name for themselves,

gave it their all, delivering fast-paced and action-packed bouts that set the tone for the evening.

Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday As the main card got underway, the intensity in the arena reached new
heights. The matchups were carefully selected to pit some of the most promising amateur Boxing fighters against

each other, ensuring competitive and entertaining fights for the fans in attendance.

Several fights stood out as highlights of the evening. From intense grappling exchanges to striking battles, these
bouts had the crowd on the edge of their seats. Each fighter demonstrated their dedication, heart, and skill,

leaving everything in the cage. 

The co-main events were particularly memorable, with fighters showcasing their evolving talents and
determination to climb the ranks in the world of Boxing. The back-and-forth action had the crowd roaring with

excitement, as each fighter pushed their limits to secure victory.

The main event of Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday was a highly anticipated matchup that had fans eagerly
awaiting the action. The atmosphere was electric as the two top amateur Boxing fighters made their way to the
cage. Both fighters were determined to prove themselves and claim victory in front of the passionate crowd.

The main event lived up to its billing, with both fighters delivering an unforgettable performance. The back-and-
forth action had the crowd on their feet, cheering and chanting as the fighters battled it out until the final bell.

Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday was a resounding success, showcasing the best of amateur Boxing talent and
providing fans with an evening of thrilling fights and memorable moments. The fighters displayed their skills,

heart, and determination, leaving fans satisfied and eagerly anticipating the next

Boxing event.

As the fighters left the cage and the lights dimmed, it was clear that Andrei Arlovski vs. Martin Buday had left
its mark on Las Vegas, Nevada, United States, solidifying its reputation as a platform for the next generation of

Boxing stars to shine.


